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0l. To be successful in entrepreneurship, entrepreneur
competencies.

(i) I ist out the competencies.

(ii) Briefly describe each ofthem.

(iii) Explain how these competencies with assist
successful.

should possess ce
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02. An entrepreneur will be more successful if he can add value to the products L
innovation.

(i) What is value addition?

(ii) Expla:n how innovation with contribute to value addition

{iii) Using milk and curd as an example, explain how producing and selling
is more profitable than selling milk. Assume the prices for the calculatic
the cost of production. (08 M;
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there resources. (04 M;
(iv) Of these products, select bne industry and prepare a concept paper for
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03. Eatticaloa District in rich in resources, But the utilization of these resources
production is very poor.

(i) ldentify 10 major resources in Batticaloa district.

(li) Discussthe reasonsforthe non-utilization ofthere resources. (06 Mi
(iij) Select 5 resources and ljst out the products that can be produced u

establishment of this industry.



04. (i) Exhibit the different between entrepreneurship and small business

(ii) ln which way does entrepreneurship contributes development of Sri Lanki

econ omy?

(iii) Who is an entrePrenetrr?

{iu) What is a business plan? Give its main components'

(v) What do you mean by home based business? Explain its features

exam Ple.

{vi) Explain the challenges faced by home based industry in Sri Lanl(a' today'

(vii) Describe the problems faced by the women entrepreneurs in sri Lanka

(viii) What are the main characteristics of an entrepreneurship?

(ix) What are the risks faced by an entrepreneur when operating a business

sri Lanka?

(x) ln which wavs a Soocl business plan advantageous for entrepreneurs?

(xi) What are the factors motivate the entrepreneurship activities in sri tanl'a

(xii) What are the different sources of capital available for small business menl

(xiii) What are the advantages of starting a new business than buying an existi

businesi?

(xiv) What are the three phases of entrepreneurship development?

(xv) What factors should an entrepreneur consider when starting a sn

b u siness venture?

(xvi) Define marketing in the context of a small business'

(xvii) Name the different marketing strategies and Sive examples for each

(xviii) Explain "working capital requirement" of a small business'

{xix) What is the role of government in developing self employment in Sri Lanf

("x) What is the role of "locus of control" in entrepreneurship formation?
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